
AN INTRODUCTION TO FLAMENCA

Flamenca provides one of the greatest concentrations of “courtly love” and its

correlates in medieval Romance literature, and presents a very different idea of the

relationship between amor cortesa and amor coral from that of the 12th c. trobadors.

The phrase that is often cited as evidence for the medieval existence of courtly love

provides a good example of Flamenca’s critical approach to the subject: fenera

d’amor cortes (l. 1197).1 The phrase is spoken by Flamenca’s jealous husband

Archimbaud, tortured by his fear of possible cuckolding to the point of madness. He

refers to donnejador – “ladies’ men” with, also, some effeminate qualities (l. 1149) –

who, he swears, non sai trobaran huis ubert (l. 1151) – “will not find open house

here.” Later, alone, he will ponder the possibility that this might, indeed, happen: 

E que faria s'us truanz, 
q u e - s fenera d'amor
cortes 
e non sabra d'amor ques es, 
l'avia messa en follia? 
(ll. 1196-99) 2 

But what if some vile adversary, 
A courteous faker of love – 
A thing that he knows nothing of – 
Should make her virtue go astray? 

The line looks, at first glance, as though it links amor to cortes: “a faker of courtly-

love.” But cortes is actually an attribute of the fenera, as both are masculine singular,

whereas amor is – as always in Occitan – feminine. So rather than the fenera being

the negative thing that sullies the positive amor cortes(a), we have instead the

doubly-repugnant fenera cortes messing with amor: so the whole line translates not

as a “faker of courtly love,” but rather as a “courtly faker of love.” So courtliness or

courtesy is not necessarily a positive attribute. 

Shortly before, in a comment on Archimbaud’s unfortunate condition, we

have met the term gelos fins, a parodic contrary of fin’ amans (“fine, true lover”).3

Read in the context of gelos fins, fenera d’amor cortes heralds Flamenca’s sardonic

critique of love: crucially, it is not only a critique of courtly love, but of all love. The

work functions as an extreme form of compilatio, a highly allusive literary summa,

weaving together complex layers of literary reference, of many kinds and degrees,

from loaded vocabulary (ex. trobar) to entire narratives (ex. Tristan).4 It does so by

assimilating a substantial corpus of earlier (mainly 12th c.) Occitan lyric and (12th-13th

c.) French romance, bound together through the use of techniques that draw on the

French romance with lyric inserts (early 13th c., e.g. Jean Renart’s Roman de la Rose)

and the later Occitan vida and razo traditions (in chansonniers from the late 13th-

early 14th c.). 



Flamenca’s date of composition remains, however, an uncertain factor. The

manuscript is late 13th to early 14th c.; Flamenca is the only text in it; and it is

anonymous and lacunary, lacking, notably, a beginning and end. If Flamenca is at

least contemporaneous with the vidas and razos, then it must date from the late 13th

to early 14th c.5 Like its contemporaries the (mainly ex-patriate) chansonniers, Matfré

Ermengaud’s Breviari d’Amors, and Occitan and Catalan poetics treatises, Flamenca

presents an attempt to catalogue a whole literary corpus, a body of knowledge, and,

even, to preserve the ruins of a culture. It is, in addition, a work of debate and

criticism, thanks in part to the choice of mode of writing. A work combining, as we

have just seen, Occitan and French elements, it is written in Occitan, “the” language

of lyric poetry; but as a romance, the French form par excellence. Cultural

juxtaposition and fusion are treated with sophisticated ambiguity, leaving

interpretation open – ranging potentially from a wistful wish for harmonious

hybridity to an ironic form of translatio, subversive reappropriation and theft by an

underdog. This openness parallels other dialogic features in our romance, which

features three different character-based focalizations, several distinct narrative voices

(ranging from a distant and clinical observer to an unfiable manipulator who toys

overtly with the audience), and the romance’s middle portion is built around a

dialogue between a pair of prospective lovers. 

Flamenca’s three intertwined narratives present, from the protagonists’

divergent points of view, each one’s relationship with courtly love and the contrary

proposition s/he explores in an attempt to escape from its dominion.  In this debating

mode, the protagonists may be seen to be trying to grapple with their preconceptions

of courtly love and how they ought to be courtly lovers; and, eventually, with how to

escape the constraints of this love, through which the audience certainly sees that

courtly love i s a constraint, and is not identical with true love. This genuinely

polyphonic narrative results in a subtle critique of courtly love — and exploration of

notions of love more generally — through the multi-pronged attack emanating from

the different perspectives of those involved: husband, lover, wife, and court. 

METANARRATIVE, CRITICAL DISCUSSION, AND THE SUMMA

Perhaps Flamenca’s most striking discursive feature is its concern with

trobar itself: au sens large – from the “finding” of composition to that of

comprehension; and including pivotal scenes of writing and reading. This

metanarrative aspect spills over into reading, and poetic activity may be extended to

encompass readings. If Flamenca’s audience is left with an open text and some

potentially deeply cynical lessons, these do still generate the poetic continuation and



application that is discussion. Discussion itself is the closest we may come to

understanding a “true love” that, as we have seen, includes both amor cortesa and

amor coral, in a relationship that may be characterised as symbiotic and discursive. 

Flamenca’s discussion has had two historical continuations. The first

comprises contemporary reading, performance, and critical appreciation of

Flamenca; refashionings and reprises of some of its material, such as in the Livre du

voir dit; and, most importantly, in the application of the translatio studii principle to

ideas of love. Flamenca’s second continuation is in its contributions to modern

scholarly discussion about love in medieval literature. The Charrette and De Amore

are key to making sense of the Northern move towards amour courtois or courtoisie,

away from Occitan ideas of an amor that is interchangeably good, true, fin’, cortesa,

and coral. Flamenca is, in turn, key to understanding a later refinement. Looking

back on a whole corpus of courtly literature, it acts as a literary summa placing

Occitan French literary traditions and their respective amorous ideas in critical

discourse with one another, and engages in its own critical and metaliterary

intercourse with them. This should be put in a larger context. Coming as it does from

the period when works such as Jofre de Foixà’s Regles de trobar  and Dante’s De

Vulgari eloquentia provide an early instance of polemic about cardinal poetic issues,

Flamenca constitutes a vital early step not just in the courtly love debate, but also in

the history of literary criticism and theory. 

A synopsis of Flamenca’s main plot lines is appropriate at this juncture.

Archimbaut of Bourbon [-les-Bains], recently married to Flamenca of Nemours

(possibly Namur), goes mad with jealousy. He cuts himself off from the outside

world, and locks up his wife and her maids in a tower. She is only allowed out to go to

church and to the local baths. This section of the text starts out in a courtly setting,

with events reported at a distance through third-person commentary (by more than

one voice, or, in different styles of interaction with the reader); before moving into

Archimbaut-centred focalization.6 These are the first two parts of our narrative. There

is some overlap between them, and a less transition between them than in the next

sections of the narrative. The latter also concentrate on matters of internal

psychology, away from external events, and feature protagonist-centred focalization. 

Lines Focalization
1-152  Court
153-1562 Archimbaut

Guillem de Nevers, a nice young man, sallies forth to rescue this damsel in

distress. The rescue involves further imprisonment, as he spends a lot of time

mooning around in his room, gazing out the window at the tower, and tying himself



up in knots in lengthy rumination. This section of the work is narrated from

Guillem’s point of view.

Lines Focalization
1-152  Court
153-1562 Archimbaut
1563-3949 Guillem

When the lovers do eventually get together, it is in several subversions of the

outside world and its norms. Guillem assumes clerical disguise, enabling the lovers to

meet at Mass, when they are able to speak briefly right under the husband’s nose.

Very briefly: only one of them at a time, and two syllables each time. During this first

phase, focalization alternates between the lovers, as each “reads” the other’s last

response and “composes” their next replique.  The alternation of declaration and

question allows them to move rapidly beyond flirtatious uncertainties and comic

misunderstandings and come to an “understanding” (entendemen), setting up the

second, proper, hands-on stage of the affair. Full contact happens in the underground

baths and then in Guillem’s chambers, via a secret tunnel he has had dug from the

baths. Literal subversion of the outside world is also the creation – through ingenious

subterfuge - of the lovers’ own, private, idyllic space. A double protagonist-based

focalization goes in turn from Guillem to Flamenca; there is also a brief move into

focalization on the couple as character (using plural pronouns and verbs, for

example). This section of Flamenca is, effectively, a poetic narrative – a dialogue-

poem with commentary. Commentary is by the protagonist-poets, Guillem and

Flamenca; there is a complete absence of commentary by any outside  observer’s

narrative voice. This section forms the structural centre of the work. At about 2500

lines long, it constitutes about a third of it and is its longest section.  The lovers’ idyll

as a whole – including Guillem’s section, and the next (Flamenca’s) one – occupies

around 5500 lines, over half the romance’s total length (as it stands, in its lacunary

state).

Lines Focalization
1-152  Court
153-1562 Archimbaut
1563-3949 Guillem
3949-6659 Guillem+Flamenca

(in alternation)

Towards the end of this central section, focalization moves quite subtly to

Flamenca, who begins to see a little more clearly and pragmatically, reason less

clouded by love. She puts an end to the affair, sends Guillem away to the tourneying

circuit, and is at least superficially reconciled with Archimbaut, who is cured of his



madness. This section is quite short, and much interrupted by lacunae at significant

junctures. 

Lines Focalization
1-152  Court
153-1562 Archimbaut
1563-3949 Guillem
3949-6659 Guillem+Flamenca

(in alternation)
6660-7181 Flamenca

After the most sizeable lacuna in the romance, Archimbaut holds court, to

which Guillem is invited. The lovers’ enter into a new dalliance – less resumed in

another phase, as refreshed in a new and cynical one on a different relational footing:

public, within the court, and accepted (of sorts) by Archimbaut. Three days into the

jousting, our narrative ends, suspended in another lacuna. This final section moves

out from protagonist-centred focalization and back to a distanced observation and

reporting of events, which have now moved back to a courtly setting. 

Lines Focalization
1-152  Court
153-1562 Archimbaut
1563-3949 Guillem
3949-6659 Guillem+Flamenca

(in alternation)
6660-7181 Flamenca
7182-8095 Court

Putting together the first and last sections, the romance can be seen to have

an outer courtly frame. The outer frame picks up the middle part’s themes of poetic

composition, and reading, misreading, and intepretation. The main shift between

middle and outer sections was one from internal to external. The same happens in a

shift from a discussion of poetry associated with protagonist-poets, to its being

associated with more external poets: a first-person commentating voice, generalized

reference to poets and poetry in this courtly world, and reference to poets and poetry

in the external world, including some direct naming. 
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